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Career Timeline

Ä2007-2011 PhD Lancaster University 

(Environment Agency were CASE partner)

Ä2012/13 Research Associate Lancaster 

University (steelwork operator and EA)

Ä2013-present University of Birmingham

ïMet data end-user workshop

ïNetwork Rail Innovation Project

ïNERC Knowledge Exchange Fellowship

ïEPSRC GCRF Urban Mobility Project (RJ, Brazil)

ïEPSRC Fellowship (start 2018)



RCUK define impact as:

ÄThe demonstrable contribution that excellent 

research makes to society and the economy, 

for example by:

ïfostering global economic performance, and the 

economic competitiveness of the UK,

ïincreasing the effectiveness of public services and 

policy,

ïenhancing quality of life, health and creative 

output.
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Impact to me means

ÄYour research makes a difference to a 

stakeholder in someway, and you can 

measure/describe that difference

ÄPathways to impact make óimpactô happen

Ä Impact is becoming more and more important

How universities can drive prosperity through deeper 

engagement ïspeech Jo Johnson (Oct17) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/how-universities-can-drive-prosperity-through-deeper-engagement


Changing rainfall patterns Cumbria

ÄRainfall is a hot topic in Cumbria 

ïlots of examples of recent flooding

ïNew 24hr rainfall record during my PhD

ÄSupervisor from the Environment Agency

ÄPresented regularly to EA in Cumbria

ÄConnected to other projects, including meet 

local flood action groups and flood victims

Ä Impact?
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Changing rainfall patterns Cumbria

Why no impact?

ÄI wasnôt telling stakeholders 

what they wanted to hear

Ä I told them Cumbria was 

getting wetter

ÄStakeholders knew it was 

getting wetter in Cumbria

ÄThere was no knowledge 

exchange, just one-way 

academic research 

presented to stakeholders 
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it have made a difference)?
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Changing rainfall patterns Cumbria

Q: How could the project 

have had impact (how could 

it have made a difference)?

A: I donôt knowé because I 

didnôt ask the stakeholders.

Tip 1: Ask & listen. 

Stakeholder engagement is 

two-way



Air Quality at steelworks (RA)

ÄLU/EA wanted to test a new 

air quality monitoring device

ÄAQ standards regularly 

exceeded downwind of 

steelworks, EA interested in 

closest operator 

ÄTest monitoring device, and 

investigate sources of 

particulate matter (dust)

ÄWINïWIN for EA and LU
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Air Quality at steelworks (RA)

ÄOperator vital for successful project

ïEssential for site access

ïNeeded their processing data



Air Quality at steelworks (RA)

ÄOperator initially unclear of the benefits 

ÄNeeded to build trust



Air Quality at steelworks (RA)
Ä Improved engagement with stakeholder

ïImmediate access to processing data

ïMade aware of new dust control measures

ïUltimately we showed that no relationship 

between levels of processing at site and AQ 

exceedances at monitoring site

ïQuantified reduction in dust following new dust 

control measures

ïTip 2: WIN-WIN-WIN (EA, LU, operator)

ïTip 3: Build trust  - honesty, effort, time

ïTip 4: Stakeholder relevant outputs
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Cold calling ïgood vs bad practice

ÄContacted stakeholder

ïGave brief details of idea

ïGave brief details of me

ïPointed out WIN-WIN (i.e. 

opportunity for funded research 

on industry problem)

ÄStakeholder interested

ÄTip 5: Co-create with stakeholder

ïShare drafts, ask for feedback

BRILLIANT!



Tip 6: Grow your networks

ÄNERC brokerage events

ÄEvents organised by 

research institutes ïe.g. 

CIRIA, or local networks 

(e.g. Sustainability WM)

ÄARCC network

ÄNetwork at non-

academic events 

ÄLinkedIN

Tip 7: Ready-to-go ideas 

and stakeholders
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ÄHow can I measure this difference? 
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